
ISLAM
By Dr. Michael R. Lanier

Part 1

GENERAL
“Islam is the best example of a religion which places its greatest authority and confidence in
a human individual without advocating in any sense his divinity.”—Braswell, 113

“Muhammad is . . . seen symbolically as the Perfect Man, the human archetype and the
image of a perfect receptivity to God. Muslims seek to imitate Muhammad in their daily lives
in order to approximate as closely as possible to this perfection and so to come as close as
they can to God Himself.”—Armstrong, 262

“Power corrupts, and absolute power corrupts absolutely.”—Lord Acton

Islam means “submission”

A Muslim is one who submits

Islam is a theocracy—a social order governed by Allah’s leaders & laws

Islam is the third of 3 monotheistic religions; it is rapidly spreading; it rivals Christianity in
terms of numbers

EARLY HISTORY
Pre-Islamic Religion in Arabia

Judaism & Christianity were present in Arabia—“People of the Book”
Early Jewish-Arab interaction—Queen of Sheba (Yemen)
Immigration of Jewish traders & tribes following the Babylonian exile
Christian hermits

Pantheon of Arab gods/goddesses
al-Llah—supreme god
al-Lat—goddess; represented by a cubed stone
al-Uzza—goddess; the Ka’bah stone in Mecca

“Her idol was erected in a valley . . . to the right of the road from Mecca . . . . A
grand superstructure was raised around it where the people would sit and
receive oracular communication. The Quraysh were sent to circumambulate
the Ka'bah and sing hymns for these goddesses whom they called ‘the
daughters of Allah’.”—Hisham, 26-28

Manah—goddess worshipped by all Arabs
Every tribe had its own chief deity

Birth of Islam
Muhammad ibn Abdallah is born (AD 570)
Received his call in a cave on Mt. Hira (610)

“Muhammad was torn from sleep in his mountain cave and felt himself
overwhelmed by a devastating divine presence. Later he explained this ineffable
experience by saying that an angel had enveloped him in a terrifying embrace so
that it felt as though the breath was being forced from his body. The angel gave him
the curt command: ‘Recite!’ . . . The angel simply embraced him again until, just as
he thought he had reached the end of his endurance, he found the divinely inspired
words of a new scripture pouring from his mouth.”—Armstrong, 46

Initially believed the spirit was a jinn
Wife (Khadija) talked him into believing his experience was of Allah
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Overview of Muhammad’s life
Muhammad began to preach Islam 5 years after his religious experience (615)
Night journey—road a winged horse to Jerusalem & then the 7 heavens (621)

During a time of personal loss (Khadija) & persecution
Accompanied by Gabriel
Encountered & encouraged by all the preceding prophets; led them in prayer
Given the command to pray 5 times daily

Forced to flee Mecca for Medina (622)
Celebrated annually as Hijra (or Hegira)
Year one of the Muslim calendar

Allah gives permission for Muslims to fight in self-defense (623)
Takes Aisha for a wife at 6/7; does not know her sexually until age 9 (624)
Begins to dictate the Quran (625)
Gives regulations for the Hijab (627)
Jizya tax levied against non-Muslims (630)
Muhammad dies from poisoning (632)

YEARS OF UNREST
A History of Muhammad’s Feuds—17 years of leadership

“The face of terror is not the true faith of Islam. That’s not what Islam is all about.
Islam is peace.”—George W. Bush, September 17, 2001

Battles—26
Waddan Buwat
Ushayra Badr—1st battle
Badr—2nd battle Banu Sulaym
al-Sawiq Ghatafan
Bahran Uhud
Hamra’u’l-Asad Banu Nadir
Dhatu’l-Riqa Badr—3rd battle
Dumatu’l-Jandal al-Khandaq
Banu Qurayza Banu Lihyan
Dhu Qarad Banu’l-Mustaliq
al-Hudaybiya Khaybar
Mecca Hunayn
al-Ta’if Tabuk

“(Muhammad) actually fought in 9 (of 26) engagements: Badr; Uhud; al-Khandaq;
Qurayza; al-Mustaliq; Khaybar; the occupation; Hunayn; and al-Ta’if.”—Ishaq, 660

Caravan raids
“These were 38 in number . . . between the time of his coming to Medina and his
death.”—Ishaq, 660

“Twenty-six are the expeditions in which the Holy Prophet himself participated.
Nine of the twenty-six expeditions were armed conflicts. So Muhammad’s share of
the booty must have been considerable.”—Swarup, 114

Assassinations & ordered killings—38 incidents
624 al-Nadar Mockery through poetry
624 Ocba ?
624 'Asma' bint Marwan Mockery through poetry
624 Abu 'Afak Jewish Mockery through poetry
624 al Nadr ibn al-Harith Mockery through poetry
624 Uqba bin Abu Muayt Threw animal entrails on Muhammad
624 Ka'b ibn al-Ashraf Mockery through poetry
624 Abu Rafi' ibn Abi al-Huqaiq Mockery through poetry
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625 Khalid ibn Sufyan Incited actions against Muhammad
625 Abu 'Azzah Took up arms against Muhammad
625 Muawiyah bin Al Mugheerah Accused of being a spy
625 al-Harith bin Suwayd Turned from Islam
625 Amr ibn Jihash Accused of assassination attempt on

Muhammad
627 Abu Sufyan Leader of the Quraysh
627 Banu Qurayza tribe 700-900 adult males beheaded

for taking up arms; ordered by Gabriel
627 Abdullah ibn Ubayy Slander
628 al-Yusayr ibn Rizam 30 men for preparing for battle
628 'Ukil 8 men turned from Islam; tortured
628 Rifa’ah bin Qays Incited rebellion
628 Kinana ibn al-Rabi Hid treasure; tortured
630 Abdullah bin Khatal Mockery through poetry; killed a slave
630 Fartana Slave girl; Mockery through poetry
630 Huwayrith ibn Nafidh Mockery through poetry; injured

Muhammad’s daughters’ camels
630 Miqyas ibn Subabah Turned from Islam; killed a Muslim
630 Sarah Muhammad claimed she molested him

in Medina
630 Habbar ibn al-Aswad Claimed to be a prophet
630 Ikrimah ibn Abu Jahl Hostile to Muhammad
630 al-Harith bin al-Talatil Mockery through poetry
630 Hubayrah Mockery through poetry
630 King/Prince of Dumatul Jandal Plunder
? Umaiya bin Khalaf ?
? Blind man's wife/concubine Insulting
? Ibn Sunayna Jew
? Abdullah ibn Sa‘ad Turned from Islam; mockery
? Ibn an-Nawwahah Claimed to be a prophet
? Blind Jew Threw dust in Muhammad’s face
? Nameless spy Spying
? Aslam tribe Man accused of adultery

Numerous others were spared death upon embracing Islam

Banu Qurayza tribe
“Multiple unabashed Muslim sources varyingly describe Mohammed himself
presiding over the beheading of at least 500 Jewish men, five at a time. Their
bodies were buried in a long ditch. Other Muslim sources place the number of
Jewish men slain as high as 900. Their wives and daughters became sex slaves
for Muslim men. Jewish boys not needed for labor . . . were sold for profit.
Mohammed seized Rayhana, widow of one of the Jews he had slain [the tribe’s
leader], and forced her to be one of his concubines.”—Richardson, 50

Islam’s Expansion—the first 100 years following Muhammad’s death
633 Ridda wars sought to return apostates to Islam

Islamic control in Arabia is consolidated
Parts of Syria, southern Iraq & Persia are subjugated

634 Syria, Iraq & Egypt are largely Islamified
Byzantine army is defeated in Syria

635 Byzantine army is defeated in Damascus
Persians defeat Muslims at Battle of the Bridge
Jews & Christians are expelled from Arabia

636 Persians suffer defeat at Buwayb
Muslim victories in Syria, Lebanon, Jordan & Palestine
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637 Numerous Iraqi & Persian defeats
638 Jerusalem falls

Control over Iraq is consolidated
639 Advances in Armenia & Egypt
640 New church & synagogue constructions are forbidden
641 Egypt falls to Muslim army

Byzantine army defeated in Syria
642 Last Persian army defeated at the Battle of Nehawand
644 Tripoli falls in northern Africa

Armenia falls
Advances made into Afghanistan & Baluchistan

645 Muslims driven out of Alexandria, Egypt
646 Control over Egypt is regained
647 Muslims advance into Tunisia

Byzantine army is defeated at Subaytilah
649 Cyprus falls
653 Armenia is consolidated
654 The Island of Rhodes falls
655 Byzantine fleet is defeated; loss of control of eastern Mediterranean
656 Years of civil conflicts begin over succession of caliphate successors
661 Gains in North Africa, East & Anatolia
663 First attack on Constantinople fails
669 Second attack on Constantinople fails
670 Advances in Tunisia

Third attack on Constantinople fails
Muslims advance on European before retiring

678 Muslim fleet defeated by Byzantium fleet
Peace treaty between Muslims & Byzantium lasts 30 years

680 Civil war begins among Muslims
681 Advances made in Algeria & Morocco
694 Southern Pakistan is consolidated
700 Algeria is consolidated
710 Small groups advance on Spain in advance of future invasion
711 Afghanistan is consolidated

Advances are made upon the Indus river of northern India
A Muslim army of 7,000 invade Spain

712 A second Muslim army of 18,000 conquer Seville & Toledo in Spain
713 Muslims advance on India
715 Constantinople is attacked ending 30 years of peace; attack fails
716 Lisbon falls
717 Constantinople is attacked; attack fails
719 Muslims advance on southern France
720 Sardinia & Sicily fall
722 Muslims defeated at Covadonga, Spain
730 Part of Armenia is wrested from Muslim control but then lost
732 Muslims sack Bordeaux

Muslims defeated by Charles Martel at the Battle of Tours

“Within 100 years, the Arabs’ empire stretched from Gibraltar to the Himalayas.”—
Armstrong, 46

Contributing factors for Islam’s rapid advancement
Fortune

Plunder
Slaves
Taxes

Promise of paradise for martyrdom
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(Christian crusaders were given similar promises 300 years later)

Civil War—70 years of internal struggle following Muhammad’s death
632 Abu Bakr (Muhammad’s father-in-law) succeeds Muhammad instead of Ali

(cousin, son-in-law); Ali accepted Abu Bakr’s rule under threat of force
634 Umar made caliph
644 Umar is murdered; Uthman made caliph—degenerate ruler
656 Uthman is murdered; Ali made caliph
661 Mu’awiyya made caliph; Ali forced to flee

Divided rule between the houses of Umayyad (caliphs, secularists) & Ali
(imams, purists)
Kharjites rejected Ali’s compromises with Umayyads & secularization of
Islam; Ali is murdered
Umayyads became caliph-kings—not spiritual leaders

680 Yazid became caliph; selected by his father; beginning of a family line of rulers
Yazid attempts to force Husayn’s acceptance; Husayn is murdered (leader of
Ali house); many revolt

684 Yazid dies while laying siege to Mecca; his young son Mu’awiyy II becomes
caliph; soon dies
Several tribes war for the prize of caliph
Marwa chosen caliph; begins a new Umayyad dynasty; died the next year

685 Marwa’s son ’Abd al-Malik selected caliph
685 3 rulers in a divided kingdom

’Abd al-Malik ruled Syria
Ibn al-Zubayr ruled Arabia
al-Mukhtar ruled Iraq

692 al-Mukhtar defeats Ibn al-Zubayr
705 al-Walid I succeeds his father ’Abd al-Malik; a time of relative peace;

expanded Islamic Empire; invaded Spain

Four caliphs were murdered over a period of 36 years

HOLY WRITINGS
Quran—Words of Allah

Means “to recite”
The supreme authority of Islam
Written in Arabic—the language spoken by Allah
No other language can truly represent the Quran

Excerpts
“Seize them [infidels] and put them to death wherever you find them”—Quran 4:89

“Believers, make war on the infidels who dwell around you”—Quran 9:123

“When you meet the unbelievers in the battlefield strike off their heads and, when
you have laid them low, bind your captives firmly”—Quran 47:4

Hadith—Muhammad’s Sayings/Traditions (Sunna)
Second in importance only to the Quran
“Six most authentic” carry more authority

Sahih Bukhari
Sahih Muslim
Sunan Abi Dawud
At-Tirmidhi
An-Nasai
Ibn Majah
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Excerpts
When killers of Muhammad’s herdsman were caught, “He ordered and their hands
and feet were cut off and nails were drawn into their eyes. . . . They begged for
water but were not supplied water.”—Dawud, 4351

“I [Muhammad] love to fight in the way of Allah and be killed, to fight and again be
killed and to fight and again be killed.”—Muslim, 4626

“There would come people amongst the Muslim on the Day of Resurrection with as
heavy sins as a mountain, and Allah would forgive them and he would place in
their stead the Jews and the Christians.”—Muslim, 6668

On the Day of Judgment, unbelievers will seek forgiveness. They will ask it from
Jesus and he will respond, “I am not fit to do this; you better go to Muhammad.”
Then they will come to me [Muhammad], and I would say: “I am in a position to do
that. I would go and ask the permission of my Lord and it would be granted to
me.”—Muslim, 377

Biography—Muhammad’s Deeds/History
Ibn Ishaq (707-773)—official biographer
The Life of Muhammad

Excerpts
“Buraq . . . was brought to the apostle and he was mounted on it. . . a white animal,
half mule, half donkey, with wings on its sides with which it propelled is feet,
putting down each forefoot at the limit of its sigh and he mounted me on it.”—
Ishaq, 182

“Then the apostle went forth to the people and incited them saying, ‘By God in
whose hand is the soul of Muhammad, no man will be slain this day fighting
against them with steadfast courage advancing not retreating but God will cause
him to enter Paradise.”—Ishaq, 300

Part 2

BELIEFS & PRACTICES
Doctrine

Allah (al-Llah)—literally “the god”; chief god of early Arabs
Chief god of the Quraysh tribe—main group living in Mecca
Initially one of many gods/goddesses worshipped in the Arab pantheon in Mecca

Shirk—to turn from Islam; assigning any aspect of Allah’s sovereignty to another god
Christian Trinity is a form of shirk
Son of God is a form of shirk; suggests there is a deficiency in Allah

“And they say: The Beneficent God has taken to himself a son. Certainly you
have made an abominable assertion! The heavens may almost be rent thereat,
and the earth cleave asunder, and the mountains fall down in pieces, that they
ascribe a son to the Beneficent God!”—Quran 19:88-91

Scripture
There is only one scripture
Given in successive historical periods
Each portion given corrects or confirms what came prior

Moses gave the Torah (Law)
Isa (Jesus) gave the Injil (Gospel)
Muhammad gave the Quran
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Muhammad presented Allah’s final revelation
Suggests that Allah’s former revelations were flawed
Muhammad’s own revelations were flawed—“Satan verses”; abrogation

Suras—chapters in the Quran; 114 suras

Abrogation (naskh)—nullification of earlier scriptures/verses
Applied to the replacement of Old Testament & New Testament with the Quran

“Whatever message we abrogate or cause to be forgotten, we bring one better
than it or one like it”—Quran 2:106
“The older revelations had been utterly lost and forgotten, and thus the Quran
was needed to take the place of that which was abrogated”—Ali, 29

Applied to former & latter Quranic verses
“It is . . . not an abrogation of the words of the Quran; rather it is the

abrogation of a misconception of their meaning.”—Ali, 31
Examples within Islam

Praying toward Jerusalem 3 times daily changed to Mecca 5 times daily
Accept Jews/Christians as “People of the Book” became “kill them where you

find them”
Intermarriage with Jews permitted—intermarriage later prohibited (628)
Muslim men allowed 4 wives—Muhammad had 13 wives plus concubines

Satanic verses
Recorded in the histories of ibn Sa’d & Tabari
Popularized in the West in Salman Rushdie’s novel The Satan Verses
Account of how Muhammad was deceived by Satan to write false scripture

Muhammad attempted to appease the gods/goddesses of the Quraysh
Wrote 2 verses that stated 3 goddesses (al-Lat, al-Uzza, Manat) could serve as

intermediaries
“These are the exalted birds whose intercession is approved”—Tabari
Allah later comforted Muhammad over his mistake because Satan had also
deceived other prophets before him

Miracles
Christianity

“These are only exaggerations or misunderstandings or even pure
inventions”—Ali, 182

Islam
“The conception of the miracle, as given by the Quran, is quite different. Here
the supreme object before the Prophet is to effect a moral and spiritual
transformation . . . the miracle occupies not the highest place. The Holy Book
itself claims to be a miracle.”—Ali, 183-184

Angels
Inferior to humans—closer to Allah but cannot truly know him
Do not possess free will
Record the deeds of mankind
4 archangels

Jibril (Gabriel)
Michael
Israfil—the trumpeting angel that will destroy creation at the end of time
Izrail—death angel

Evil Spirits
Iblis (Satan, Shaitan)

Not the evil monster of Christianity; more of a trivializer
Expelled from heaven for refusing to pay homage to first humans
Will someday be forgiven
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Jinn (demons)—male & female
Inhabitants of the subtle/immaterial world
Purpose is to excite evil passions
Capable of receiving salvation

Eschatology—a chronology
Gog & Magog
Mahdi—a just reign that establishes a spiritual norm
Antichrist

A “one eyed” deceiver
During a time of false spirituality
A worker of false miracles

Jesus
Will turn Jews & Christians to Islam or destroy them
Will open the doors to paradise & hell
Will live out a lifetime, get married & have a family

Predestination—fatalism; no truly free choice; “if Allah wills”

Sin—there is no sin nature as in Christianity

Resurrection—a physical event

Paradise (Jannah)
Various levels
Corresponds to levels of blessedness
Wives will join their husbands

“Enter the garden, you and your wives; being made happy”—Quran 43:70
Houris—perpetual virgins given to men in paradise for their sexual pleasures

“Every orgasm will last for six hundred years”—Huxley, 112

Hell
Found in 1 out of every 8 verses in the Quran
Terrifying to traditional Muslims
Words are powerful; will not discuss without praying an invocation for protection
7 levels

Jahanam—least punishing; similar to purgatory
Those without fundamental fault enter limbo; no suffering
State of children; for non-wicked Muslims

Laza—a consuming fire intended for Christians
Hutamah—a more intense fire intended for Jews
“The Overwhelming Event”—a final hell for unbelievers

Lasts “in perpetuity”—not for eternity
A temporary state of existence for wicked Muslims
Ceases when one’s consciousness ceases to exist

General Concepts
Ka’bah—black stone in the center of the Grand Mosque in Mecca

Represents a consecration to Allah
Not an object of worship though Muslims bow in prayer in its direction
It is the “holy of holies” once the Shekinah Glory of God departed Jewish Temple
Founded by Adam; rebuilt by Seth, Abraham, Ishmael & descendants of Noah

Prophets—Quran mentions 28 prophets listed in the Bible
Priority is given to 6 prophets—Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, Muhammad
Abraham is considered the first Muslim
Muhammad is the world-prophet
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Muhammad, Jesus & Abraham are the most acclaimed prophets in Islam
Prophets are free from sin

“The men who are commissioned for the high office of prophethood must
themselves be free from the bondage of sin, and more than that be the
possessors of high morals. . . .”—Ali, 175
“There was no intention on the part of Adam to disobey the Divine
commandment; it was simply forgetfulness that brought about the
disobedience. The doctrine of the sinlessness of the prophets is
unassailable.”—Ali, 181

Fatwa—a religious opinion/decision written by an authority; often rendered by a mufti

Jihad
A holy war for the purpose of extending Islam into non-Islamic territories
Applicable only when unbelievers are called to Islam
Can symbolically extend to one’s own struggles

Penal Laws
Drunkenness—“(Muhammad) ordered those who were in the house to give him a

beating . . . with shoes and sticks”—Sahih Bukhari 86:4
Adultery

Flogging—“The adultreress and the adulterer, flog each of them with a
hundred stripes”—Quran 24:2

Stoning—“The Jews came to the Prophet with a man and a woman from
among them who had committed adultery; and by his order they were
stoned to death”— Sahih Bukhari 23:61

Theft—“Cut off their hands as a punishment”—Quran 5:38
Dacoity—waging war against Allah & Muhammad; “They should be put to death or

crucified, or their hands and their feet should be cut off on opposite sides, or
they should be imprisoned”—Quran 5:33

Jizyah
Tax placed on Jews/Christians living under Muslim protection
Pagans were forced to embrace Islam or die

Dhimmi
Persons paying the Juzyah
Forced to live under heavy restrictions

Practices—6 Pillars of Islam
Confession
Prayer
Fasting
Pilgrimage to Mecca
Giving
Holy War

Major Branches
Sunni

Followed elected leadership; denied the lineage of Muhammad
Leadership

Caliph—leader; chosen by council; sons of previous caliphs
Mufti—a legal functionary/judge empowered to make legal decisions

Shia (Shiite)
Followed the lineage of Muhammad
Leadership
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Imam—leader; of the house of Ali
Ayatollah—a temporary ruler while awaiting the return of the 12th imam

Sufi—Muslim mystics

CULTURAL INFLUENCE
Slavery

African slave-trade preceded European-American slavery by a millennium
Utilized trade routes after subjugating northern Africa
“Slavers from Muslim Libya, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and Egypt began launching
thousands of trans-Saharan caravans. Europeans would not get into the act until the
1600s—by finally following the example that their North African Muslim neighbors had
been virtually taunting them with for 900 years.”—Richardson, 202

Sharia Law & Women’s Issues
Education
Female genital mutilation
Punishments

Sharia Influence on Legal Systems
Countries where Sharia is incorporated partially/fully—71 total

Africa 32
Americas 2 (Guyana, Suriname)
Asia-Pacific 33
Europe 4 (Albania, Bosnia, Kosovo, Turkey)

“Sharia law is spreading almost unopposed in the former pro-Hitler nations, where
lingering guilt over the Jewish holocaust now protects Sharia, seen as the law of another
religious minority. Sharia courts presided by Muslim “peace judges” now dot Germany,
where even non-Muslim German judges in German courts cite Sharia law and quote
from the Quran to uphold polygamy and husbands’ right to beat wives when judging
cases involving Muslims.”—billionbibles.org

Intimidation & Terrorism
US State Department List of Foreign Terrorist Organizations—55 organizations

75% Islamic groups
25% Communist or other groups

International terrorist groups include 155 organizations; similar breakdown

CHRISTIAN WITNESS
Christian Focus

God is Spirit
God is transcendent & immanent
God is holy & perfect
God is love, truth & personal
God is forgiving

God’s provision for salvation
Historical truth of Jesus’ birth, ministry, sacrifice & resurrection

Devotion to Jesus Christ

Challenges to Islamic Beliefs
Islamic revelation reverts to a more primitive belief system

“One would expect something inspired by God in the AD 600s to bring us a step
upward to an even higher ethical standard. Instead . . . Islam began as an
unabashed reversion to primitivism.”—Richardson, 102

Revelation is progressive—moves from lesser to greater

http://www.billionbibles.org/sharia/sharia-law.html
http://www.billionbibles.org/sharia/hitler-muslim-brotherhood.html
http://www.billionbibles.org/sharia/bible-vs-quran.html
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Old Testament (law) > New Testament (grace) > Quran (extremely legalistic &
primeval in every category)

At least 109 suras (1 of every 55) are “war verses”

There are no biblical prophecies that foretell Muhammad’s coming
Approximately 330 Old Testament prophecies speak of Jesus’ first coming
Alleged prophecies predicting Muhammad are out of context

John 14:16
“And I will ask the Father, and he will give you another Helper, to be with
you forever”

John 16:7
“I tell you the truth: it is to your advantage that I go away, for if I do not
go away, the Helper will not come to you. But if I go, I will send him to
you.”

Muhammad was uncertain of his salvation
“Say: I am not the first of the messengers, and I know not what will be done with
me or with you. I follow naught but that which is revealed to me, and I am but a
plain warner.”—Quran 46:9

Comparison: Jesus & Muhammad

Jesus Muhammad

Afterlife Alive Dead

Aggression Passive Highly aggressive

Controlling Never Frequent (constant reference to
hell & hellish torments)

Conversion By invitation Coercive

Humility Humble Prideful; conniving

Knowledge of Old
Testament

High Little; often confused people
(Miriam—Moses’ sister & Jesus’
mother)

Level of Scripture
knowledge

High Sporadic; included myths

Marriage Never married At least 14 wives & 1 concubine

Miracles Many None

Moral character Absolute highest standard Questionable on numerous levels

Proof of prophetic
call

Over 300 OT fulfillments;
numerous NT fulfillments

None

Sex slaves None Numerous

Sin nature Without sin Believed by many to be without sin
even before his call to be a prophet

Truthfulness Honest Circumstantial; telling of lies is
acceptable when warranted

View of Scripture Absolute truth; unchanging Abrogated as necessary; Satan
inspired on at least 1 occasion

Vindictiveness Never Highly

“Muhammad is . . . seen symbolically as the Perfect Man, the human archetype and the
image of a perfect receptivity to God. Muslims seek to imitate Muhammad in their daily
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lives in order to approximate as closely as possible to this perfection and so to come as
close as they can to God Himself.”—Armstrong, 262

Followers of Jesus Followers of Muhammad

Conflict resolution Councils Civil war (4 caliphs murdered in 36
years)

Guiding factors Holy Spirit; councils Plunder; promise of Paradise

Means of support Monetary gifts Plunder & taxation

Method of
Expansion

Peaceful evangelism Peaceful evangelism & coercion

When persecuted Passive; forgiving Vindictive

Discussion Questions
How in-depth should you know Islamic beliefs and culture when sharing your faith?
What are the most important aspects of Islam that should be addressed?
How much stress should be given to comparing parallels between Christianity and

Islam?
How would you witness to a Muslim?


